Trade Analysis
Managing multiple trade lanes without full, realtime visibility into the risks and landed costs can
quickly become costly for a trade department. It
can be overwhelming enough just to keep track
of the shifting regulations across the countries
your supply chain spans, never mind keeping an
eye on potential compliance risks that may need
to be addressed.
Beyond just compliance activities, it can be
challenging to gather the information you need
to create a proactive, thoughtful sourcing
strategy. When all your time is spent on
compliance day-to-day activities, you don’t have
the resources to plan ahead, spot opportunities
for savings, or analyze the impact of a potential
new supplier or free trade agreement. Without
easy access to current and past data, you
can’t analyze trends and make strategic
recommendations.

About ONESOURCE Trade Analysis
ONESOURCE™ Trade Analysis includes a
comprehensive set of tools designed to provide
insight into not only the organization’s current
state of trade compliance costs and risks, but
also the potential opportunities that could be
realized through implementing changes to
sourcing, sales, and/or distribution strategies.

With ONESOURCE Trade Analysis, you can study
trends in your current sourcing or sales model,
identify risks, and even quantify potential
savings from participation in duty deferral
programs. Feel confident in the most up-to-date
regulatory information for each trade lane you
operate, and free up your time for more valueadded activities, such as identifying potential
cost savings in your supply chain, quickly
flagging risk areas, and scrutinizing your
suppliers to ensure your trade lanes are
optimized and providing value to your company.

ONESOURCE Trade
Analysis provides
organizations with the
ability to analyze trade
lanes to identify risks and
savings opportunities.
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Across the globe,
ONESOURCE
Trade Analysis
helps companies:

Feature

Activity

Analyze trends

Assess current product assortment to understand ability to
leverage reduced-duty shipments from free trade agreements

Identify new
opportunities

Compare your sourcing or sales lanes to global trends to plan
and implement new import/export strategies

Validate new
trade lanes

Calculate part-level actual landed costs with an automated
cost rules engine

• Calculate potential savings
opportunities through free
trade agreements and duty
deferral programs

Scenario plan

Run multiple estimated landed cost scenarios to identify
the most cost-effective combination of transportation and
compliance cost choices

• Study global trade trends to
identify new opportunities

Access latest
regulations

Research documentation and other regulatory requirements of
shipping in new trade lanes

Calculate ROI

Quantify potential savings from participation in duty
deferral programs

Report on trends

Utilize year-over-year reporting tools to document improved
trends in supply chain management

Scrutinize new
suppliers

Update Risk Analysis exercise to reflect impact of new supply
chain partners

Analyze tariffs

View and compare main/preferential duty rates, future rates,
and rules of origin

Automate Country
of Origin

Significantly reduce the time needed to qualify for preferential
programs or determine non-preferential origin

• Identify possible compliance
risks that need addressing

• Run multiple scenarios to
inform proactive, strategic
decision making
• Access the latest regulations
for each of your trade lanes,
so you feel confident in your
compliance

Free Trade Agreements
Unexpected customs duties can hit your global supply chain costs hard. ONESOURCE™
Global Trade for Free Trade Agreements (FTA) is designed to help you take advantage
of FTAs by identifying opportunities to qualify goods under FTA-specific rules of origin.
Streamline logistical processes and cut down on manual work, so you can comply with
FTA guidelines and reduce or eliminate duties. Our FTA software’s unique architecture
can accommodate any existing, changing, or future free trade agreements, including
NAFTA, CFTA, SFTA, AFTA, ILFTA, JFTA, UKFTA, CAFTA, and TAFTA.

Thrive globally. Compete confidently with ONESOURCE Global Trade Solutions.

Contact us today:
onesource.mena@thomsonreuters.com
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